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AUDIT TRAIL $195

A ResourceMate® Add-on Module

The Solution to Cataloging, Searching, 
and Circulating Your Library

The Audit Trail Add-on Module for ResourceMate® 3.0 is a wonderful administrative
and maintenance tool for your database. Audit Trail allows you to see who made changes
to your program, to create reports on the changes and to revert back prior to certain changes.
The Audit Trail module is available now for just $195.

Audit Trail’s features can be broken down into three main areas:
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1.      Track Changes
         With Audit Trail there are many ways in which you can view the changes that have been made to
         your database. By looking at the Audit Trail tab for a particular item or patron, you can see what
         changes have been made to that specific record. You can also see all the changes made to your
         ResourceMate® program by viewing the full Audit Trail utility. And, when used in conjunction
         with the security features in ResourceMate® Plus you can even see which users made changes.

2.      Create Reports
         Using the Audit Trail Add-on Module, not only can you see what changes have been made, but
         you can also compile and print reports on your findings. Now you can keep hard copies of the
         work you’ve done, your volunteers have done and much more. Like all ResourceMate® reports
         these can be printed or exported to various file types for later use.

3.      Revert to Previous Points
         If you’re looking to keep your data safe, one of the best features we offer comes in Audit Trail. This
         module allows you to revert your program back to previous points and effectively undo changes
         that have been made to the program.

Although Audit Trail doesn’t add a lot of flair to your ResourceMate® experience it more than makes up 
for its value by adding a tremendous amount of security. You’ll never have to wonder about who changed
your data and when and where it happened, and if anything serious gets changed you have the peace of
mind knowing that you can always go back to a safe point! Audit Trail is only $195. To learn more feel free
to download a demo of our software at www.resourcemate.com or contact a representative at
sales@resourcemate.com or call 1-800-815-8370!

What if…

…I could see a list of all the
changes that I or any of my
colleagues have made to my
data?

…I wanted to know when a
particular records was last
edited?

…I needed a hard copy of all 
the changes that have been 
made to my program in any 
given period of time?

You can!

With the ResourceMate® 3.0
Audit Trail

Add-on Module for just $195


